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Abstract
Hydrodynamic problems often feature geometrical conﬁgurations that
allow a suitable dimensional model reduction. One-dimensional models
may be sometimes accurate enough for describing a dynamic of interest. In
other cases, localized relevant phenomena require more precise models. To
improve the computational eﬃciency, geometrical multiscale models have
been proposed, where reduced (1D) and complete (2D-3D) models are coupled in a unique numerical solver. In this paper we consider an adaptive
geometrical multiscale modeling: the regions of the computational domain
requiring more or less accurate models are automatically and dynamically
selected via a heuristic criterion. To the best of our knowledge, this is a
ﬁrst example of automatic geometrical multiscale model reduction.

1

Introduction

Typically, in hydrodynamic problems high activity regions, characterized by a
wide range of spatial scales (due to shocks, wave fronts, etc.), alternate with
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zones where the dynamics occurs mostly along the mainstream. Due to this heterogeneity of dynamics, a high-dimensional (complete) model is often strictly required in a small portion of the computational domain whereas a low-dimensional
(reduced) model is usually suﬃcient elsewhere. In this paper the reference hydrodynamic model is represented by the classical shallow water equations (SWE),
used to describe several physical problems of interest in environmental and hydraulic engineering (e.g., tidal ﬂows, open channel ﬂows, free surface ﬂows caused
by dam breaking).
The simultaneous presence of heterogeneous dynamics prompted us to resort to
the so-called geometrical multiscale reduction (see [7]), where dimensionally heterogeneous models are coupled in order to reduce the computational costs of the
simulation without aﬀecting the overall accuracy. A similar approach has been
advocated in other engineering ﬁelds, like gas dynamics in internal combustion
engines and computational hemodynamics (see, e.g., [2], Chap. 11). As shown
in [7], the selection of the areas associated with the diﬀerent models is often
a challenging task, especially in the presence of fast transients. This choice is
usually done a priori, driven by physical considerations. The main limitation
is that a non optimal assignment of the 2D and 1D areas may either aﬀect the
accuracy of the computation when 1D equations are solved in regions where a
complete model would be necessary; or aﬀect the eﬃciency of the computation
when the solution of the complete model is actually redundant.
Aim of this paper is to provide a criterion for an automatic selection of the
2D and 1D areas. We deﬁne a heuristic modeling error indicator based on the
ﬂow ﬂuctuations across the control volume boundaries. Then, driven by this
indicator, we set a model adaptive procedure. Preliminary results suggest that
the automatic procedure improves the eﬃciency of the geometrical multiscale
model reduction in comparison with the a priori splitting.
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The shallow water equations

SWE are obtained by integrating the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
over the depth of the ﬂuid and by assuming hydrostatic pressure distribution
([10]). They express the conservation of mass and momentum for an incompressible ﬂuid with a free surface. Getting rid of viscosity, turbulence eﬀects
and the Coriolis force, the conservative form of SWE reads
∂u
+∇·F=s
in Ω,
(1)
∂t
where u = u(x, y, t) is the vector of the conserved variables, F = F(u) is the
convective ﬂux and s is the source term. In 2D these quantities are deﬁned by
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where h is the water depth, v and w are the (horizontal) depth-averaged velocity
components along the x- and y- direction, respectively, g is the acceleration due
to the gravity, b measures the bottom elevation with respect to a ﬁxed reference
level, m is the Manning coeﬃcient due to the bed roughness and r is the hydraulic
radius.
In a one-dimensional setting, equation (1) still holds provided that the deﬁnitions
of u, F and s simplify in
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respectively. Appropriate initial and boundary conditions depending on the
considered hydrodynamic conﬁguration complete equations (1).

2.1

A finite volume discretization

Godunov-type ﬁnite volume schemes are largely employed to discretize SWE
on both structured and unstructured meshes (see, e.g., [9, 3, 4]). Here we use
a structured quadrilateral grid T , with a second-order Godunov-type scheme
based on the Roe linearized Riemann solver and the super bee ﬂux limiters (see,
e.g., [8, 4]), combined with the 2D corner transport upwind (CTU) method due
to Colella for multidimensional integration ([1]).
Let the cells of T be identiﬁed by the pairs (i, j), being i(j) the cell index
in the x(y)-direction, with the notation Ci,j = [xi−1/2 , xi+1/2 ] × [yj−1/2 , yj+1/2 ].
Index n refers to the time level; ∆x, ∆y and ∆t denote the uniform size of T
along the x- and y-direction and the time step; Uni,j is the numerical approximaR
tion to ∆x1∆y Ci,j u(x, y, tn ) dxdy. The ﬁnite volume discretization in the wave
propagation form reads
´
∆t ³ +
A ∆Uni−1/2,j + A− ∆Uni+1/2,j
∆x
´
∆t ³ +
B ∆Uni,j−1/2 + B − ∆Uni,j+1/2
−
∆y
´ ∆t ³
´
∆t ³ n
n
n
n
Fi+1/2,j − Fi−1/2,j
−
Gi,j+1/2
+ ∆t Sni,j .
− Gi,j−1/2
−
∆x
∆y
(2)
Since scheme (2) is explicit, we select a time step ∆t to fulﬁll the CFL condition.
The horizontal ﬂuctuations
n
Un+1
i,j = Ui,j

−

A± ∆Uni∓1/2,j =

3 ³
X
p=1

spi∓1/2,j

´±

p
Wi∓1/2,j

(3)

p
measure the net eﬀect of all the right-going waves Wi−1/2,j
from the interface
{x = xi−1/2 } × [yj−1/2 , yj+1/2 ] with speed spi−1/2,j and of all the left-going waves
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p
Wi+1/2,j
from the interface {x = xi+1/2 } × [yj−1/2 , yj+1/2 ] with speed spi+1/2,j ,
respectively; likewise, the vertical ﬂuctuations
3 ³
´±
X
p
spi,j∓1/2 Wi,j∓1/2
B ± ∆Uni,j∓1/2 =
(4)
p=1

p
from the
take into account the net eﬀect of all the up-going waves Wi,j−1/2
p
interface [xi−1/2 , xi+1/2 ] × {y = yj−1/2 } with speed si,j−1/2 and of all the downp
going waves Wi,j+1/2
from the interface [xi−1/2 , xi+1/2 ]×{y = yj+1/2 } with speed
p
si,j+1/2 , respectively. Notice that all the ﬂuctuations in (3) and (4) are suitably
modiﬁed via the Harten-Hyman entropy ﬁx correction to treat also transonic
rarefaction waves [4].
n
n
Terms Fi±1/2,j
and Gi,j±1/2
in (2) include the eﬀects related to the waves
transversely propagating from the neighboring cells into Ci,j : they can be distinguished into the left-going and right-going transverse waves
i
∆t ± h −
n
Fi±1/2,j
=−
A B ∆Uni,j+1/2 + B + ∆Uni,j−1/2 ,
2∆y
respectively, and into the down-going and up-going transverse waves
i
∆t ± h −
n
B A ∆Uni+1/2,j + A+ ∆Uni−1/2,j ,
Gi,j±1/2
=−
2∆x
respectively (see Figure 1). These corrections are ﬁrst-order accurate. In the
sequel, we resort to a second order extension (see [4], Chap. 20).
The source term is integrated via a fractional step method (the Godunov
splitting). We ﬁrst solve the SWE with no source term on the time interval
In = [tn , tn+1 ), with initial datum Un = [Uni,j ]; this predictor step yields an
intermediate solution Un+1,∗ . Then, we solve the independent system of ODEs
∂u/∂t = s on each cell and on In , with initial datum Un+1,∗ . This corrector
step provides the approximation Un+1 . In particular, we use an explicit secondorder Runge-Kutta scheme to solve the system of ODEs: fulﬁllment of the CFL
condition is guaranteed by an appropriate selection of the time step.
Two types of boundary conditions are used herein: nonreflecting boundary
conditions in correspondence with the open boundaries and slip conditions along
the solid walls. In both the cases, we use the so-called ghost cells. At the
beginning of each time step, the values of the solution in the ghot cells are
determined by an appropriate extrapolation of the solution at the previous steps
or of the boundary conditions. In particular, we add two ghost cells along ∂Ω
and we employ a zero-order extrapolation to set values here (see [4] for further
details).

3

The adaptive geometrical multiscale solver

In this section we consider a geometrical multiscale formulation. This means
that equations (1) for both the 1D and 2D domains are numerically coupled.
4

Our goal is an automatic detection of the areas of Ω where the water dynamics
needs to be described with a 2D model or can be modelled by a 1D problem. To
this aim, we need a modeling error indicator; then we set a modeling adaptive
procedure driven by such an indicator to get the 2D-1D SW model.

3.1

Heuristic modeling error estimate for the SWE

Two diﬀerent error indicators are devised to estimate: a) in 2D subdomains the
possible reduction to 1D (model coarsening); b) in 1D subdomains the possible
expansion to 2D (model reﬁnement). They are both heuristic indicators and
are based on the concept of ﬂuctuation introduced in (3)-(4). In particular,
we assume as reference hydrodynamic conﬁguration an open rectilinear channel
characterized by a constant rectangular cross-section and subdivided into Nx ×
Ny cells, slip conditions being assigned along the solid walls.
Model coarsening. Let us focus on the i-th column of cells and, in particular,
on relation (2) which updates the value of U on the cell Ci,j at t = tn+1 . For
simplicity, we assume here that the source term Sni,j is zero.
As indicator driving the model coarsening we assume the value |B± ∆Uni,j∓1/2 |
of the vertical ﬂuctuations: if they are small, i.e.,
|B± ∆Uni,j∓1/2 | ≤ Toll1D

∀j = 1, . . . , Ny ,

(5)

then the i-th column is marked to be assigned to the 1D model at t = tn+1 (see
Figure 1). Notice that Toll1D ∈ R3 since the coarsening check has to be tested
for each component of ∆Uni,j∓1/2 .
Let us provide some rationale behind criterion (5), referring to [6] for further
details. Let us assume that the ﬂuctuations B± ∆Uni,j∓1/2 are identically equal
to zero, for j = 1, . . . , Ny . Then, the third term on the right-hand side in (2) as
n
well as the terms Fi±1/2,j
vanish. To decide whether also the down-going and upgoing transverse waves may be ignored, we consider the (i − 1)-th and (i + 1)-th
columns, where we assume that the vertical ﬂuctuations are equal to zero as well.
It can be empirically inferred that, if B ± ∆Unk,j∓1/2 = 0 for k = i − 1, i, i + 1 and
j = 1, . . . , Ny , then, in those three columns, w vanishes while the water depth h
is column-wise constant. Physically, this is consistent with two cases: i) h and v
are constant along the x-direction: the horizontal ﬂuctuations A± ∆Uni∓1/2,j and
n
n
vanish, so that equation (2) reduces to Un+1
the transverse waves Gi,j±1/2
i,j = Ui,j
and no vertical ﬂuctuation is expected in the i-th column at time t = tn+1 ; ii)
h and v are constant along the y-direction: A+ ∆Uni−1/2,j = A− ∆Uni+1/2,j and
n
n
Gi,j+1/2
= Gi,j−1/2
, so that (2) reduces to
n
Un+1
i,j = Ui,j −

´
∆t ³ +
A ∆Uni−1/2,j + A− ∆Uni+1/2,j
∆x

(6)

and no vertical ﬂuctuation is expected in the i-th column at time t = tn+1 .
Should h and v vary along both x- and y-direction, the four terms A± ∆Uni∓1/2,j ,
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Model refinement (1D → 2D)
Adjacent horizontal fluctuations ≥ Toll2D

Model coarsening (2D → 1D)
Vertical fluctuations ≤ Toll1D and

∆t ±
B ∆U
∆y

Adjacent G ± fluctuations negligible
G±

∆t
A± ∆U
∆x

F±

Figure 1: Fluctuations driving the modeling adaptive procedure
n
Gi,j±1/2
do not vanish and vary for diﬀerent values of j. So we infer that this
assumption is not compatible with the condition that the vertical ﬂuctuations
in the current and adjacent columns vanish.
In practice, condition B ± ∆Uni,j∓1/2 = 0 is relaxed and turns into criterion
(5). If this check holds for the (i−1)-th, i-th and (i+1)-th column, then the i-th
column is eligible to be associated with the 1D model. At this point equation
(6) is solved by assuming for Unk,j , with k = i, i ± 1/2, the mean value of Unk,j
over the k-th column.
Model refinement. It is less immediate to ﬁnd a reliable criterion driving the
reﬁnement of the 1D areas. In principle one should quantify the vertical ﬂuctuations but, of course, these quantities are not computed by a one-dimensional
model.
Thus, we focus on the horizontal ﬂuctuations with the following idea: high horizontal ﬂuctuations in the neighborhood of an element are likely to transfer energy
along the vertical direction, triggering a signiﬁcant vertical component of the velocity. At t = tn , we compute therefore the entity of horizontal ﬂuctuations in all
the columns associated with the 2D model and neighboring with a 1D segment:
if they are large enough, the 1D domain becomes eligible to be associated with
the 2D model. In more detail, if the i-th column is adjacent, on the right, to a
1D segment and |A+ ∆Uni+1/2,j | is suﬃciently large, for some j = 1, . . . , Ny , then
the 1D segment becomes a candidate to be a (the (i + 1)-th) 2D column; likewise
if the i-th column is adjacent, on the left, to a 1D segment and |A− ∆Uni−1/2,j | is
suﬃciently large, for some j = 1, . . . , Ny , then the 1D segment becomes eligible
to be a (the (i − 1)-th) 2D column (see Figure 1).
The error indicator driving the model reﬁnement is consequently represented
by the horizontal ﬂuctuations A± ∆Uni±1/2,j ; the corresponding reﬁnement criterion reads: if

|A± ∆Uni±1/2,j | ≥ Toll2D

for some j = 1, . . . , Ny ,

(7)

then the 1D segment at the right (at the left) of the i-th column is marked to be
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assigned to the 2D model at t = tn+1 . As in (5), Toll2D ∈ R3 and the reﬁnement
check has to be veriﬁed for each component of ∆Uni±1/2,j .

3.2

The modeling adaptive procedure

This procedure moves from the coarsening and the reﬁnement criteria above to
set up an automatic selection of the 2D and 1D areas. We can itemize the generic
k-step of the modeling adaptive procedure we propose in such a way: running
over all the Nx columns,
1. we mark all the 2D columns where criterion (5) holds as eligible for the
1D model and we group the consecutive columns thus marked;
2. we mark all the 1D intervals neighboring with a 2D column where one
of the criteria (7) holds as eligible for the 2D model and we group the
consecutive intervals thus marked;
3. we select the groups in 1. and 2. which are neighbors with sets of at least
min2d 2D columns and/or sets of at least min1d subintervals;
4. all the groups identiﬁed by 1. and 3. constituted by at least q columns,
with q ≥ min1d, are assigned to the 1D model;
5. all the groups identiﬁed by 2. and 3. constituted by at least p subintervals,
with p ≥ min2d, are assigned to the 2D model.
This approach guarantees always a minimum size for both the 2D and 1D areas
given by min2d · ∆y and min1d · ∆x, respectively. Moreover, we permanently
associate a certain area of the domain with the 2D model in the presence of a
hydrodynamic conﬁguration (e.g., a pillar, a pier) or a boundary condition (e.g.,
a lateral inlet) which implicitly induces vertical ﬂuctuations.
Concernig the matching conditions between the two classes of models, we
distinguish 1D-2D and 2D-1D couplings. For the former, we extend the 1D
values of h and hv to all the Ny cells in the ﬁrst column of the 2D domain,
while setting hw = 0. For the latter, the mean value of h and hv over the Ny
cells in the last column of the 2D domain is assigned to the corresponding 1D
variables. Alternative and more sophisticated approaches are discussed in [6],
also suitable in the presence of a source term. Notice that empirical criteria (5)
and (7) rely on the assumption of no-forcing term. Should a forcing term be on,
these criteria need to be properly modiﬁed [6].
The same time step ∆t for both the 2D and the 1D domains is selected so
that the CFL condition is globally fulﬁlled. Finally, to contain the computational
cost of the whole adaptive procedure, we update the 2D/1D model every M ∗
time-steps instead at each time step.
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Figure 2: Adaptive geometrical multiscale modeling: test case sketch (top-left);
3D representation of the free surface at t = 1s (top-right), t = 2s (bottom-left),
t = 10s (bottom-right)
Numerical validation. With this test case we analyze the proposed modeling
adaptive procedure, essentially from a qualitative viewpoint. We have implemented the adaptive solver in Clawpack 4.3 ([5]). We consider a popular hydrodynamic benchmark, i.e., a rectangular dam-break simmetrically localized
in a 10m ×3m rectangular channel with a ﬂat horizontal frictionless bed (see
Figure 2, top-left). The dam break occurs due to the istantaneous collapse of
three of the dam walls. We employ a grid consisting of 100 × 30 cells, we assign
slip boundary conditions on the whole ∂Ω, and we set 1 as maximum value for
the CFL condition. Concerning the parameters involved in the modeling adaptive procedure, we set: Toll1D = Toll2D = [10−1 , 10−1 , 10−1 ]T , min2d = 10,
min1d = 2, M ∗ = 5.
In Figure 2 we show the water surface for three diﬀerent times: the 2D model
follows the evolution of the dynamics as well as that the intrisic symmetry of
the problem is preserved by the model adaptation.
For a more quantitative investigation of the modeling adaptive procedure we
refer to [6].
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